The classical model of broadcasting models a network by an n-vertex graph G = (V, E). The communication in the network is assumed to be synchronous, i.e., occurs in discrete rounds, and in every round every processor is allowed to pick one of its neighbors, and send it a message. There has been plenty of research on the classical model during the last decades. To review some of the existing results, see
I. WEIGHTED-VERTEX MODEL
The classical model of broadcasting models a network by an n-vertex graph G = (V, E). The communication in the network is assumed to be synchronous, i.e., occurs in discrete rounds, and in every round every processor is allowed to pick one of its neighbors, and send it a message. There has been plenty of research on the classical model during the last decades. To review some of the existing results, see [11] , [9] , [8] .
The classical model of broadcasting does not always fit the requirements of real-world situations. This is the reason that several other models are presented each having its own properties (see for example [4] , [5] , [3] ).
Here we enhance the classical model to the graphs with weighted vertices resulting a new model called weightedvertex model. The weights assigned to the vertices may have different meanings. Each node may represent a smaller network such that the assigned weight be an upper bound for the broadcast time of that network. In a parallel machine, the weights assigned to processors can be interpreted as a kind of internal process each processor needs to perform before starting informing its neighbors (sometimes we regard the weights of the nodes as internal process or internal delay).
The weights can also be considered as the delay for receiving the message due to input device limitations.
Another application of weighted-vertex model is in SatelliteTerrestrial (ST) networks. These are networks in which a large number of nodes are interconnected by both satellite and terrestrial networks [1] . ST networks can effectively support multicast services. However the performance of these networks is not high when they are modeled by regular unweighted graphs. The reason is that the cost of satellite nodes is more than terrestrial nodes. To resolve this problem, ST networks has been modeled by weighted-vertex graphs in which the vertices representing satellite nodes have positive integer weights, while the vertices representing terrestrial nodes have 0 as their costs. The weight assigned to the satellite nodes is the sum of the costs of up-links and down-links connecting them to the terrestrial network. By including these vertices in the broadcast tree, their costs are included in the costs of trees [1] , [13] .
While defining a new model, it may come to mind to put the weights on both edges and vertices. However putting weights on the edges is not interesting in the sense that any edge of weight w can be replaced with a path of length w to get the same problem. In the rest of this paper, whenever we use term weighted graphs, we mean graphs with weights on the vertices (and not on the edges). As mentioned before, sometime we call these weights internal process or internal delay of the vertices.
Let G = (V, E) be an undirected graph where V is a set of n nodes and E is the set of communication links and let u ∈ V be the originator node. We associate with each node v ∈ V a non-negative integer weight w(v). These weights represent the delay of a node to perform some process after receiving the message. Suppose that node v 'receives' the message at time t from one of its neighbors. After receiving the message, v should wait for w(v) rounds and then start informing its uninformed neighbors. This is the time in which v 'completes' handling its delay. In this way, the first neighbor of v receives the message at time unit t(v) + w(v) + 1.
It is not hard to verify that weighted-vertex model is a novel model which differs from all previously studied models [12] . Note that the weights assigned to the nodes are always considered to be non-negative integers. When the weights of all vertices are 0, the model is equivalent to the classical model. The weighted-vertex model applies for digraphs as well; however we always consider that the weighted graphs are undirected. Multicasting and gossiping could also be considered in this model.
In weighted graphs, similar to unweighted graphs, any broadcast scheme can be represented by a spanning tree which is rooted at the originator. As shown in [12] , there is an effective algorithm for broadcasting in trees under weightedvertex model. This algorithm enables us to represent broadcast schemes with spanning trees.
Note that in the broadcast tree of an instance (u, G) of broadcast problem, the root (originator) and the leaves have some weights that are considered as a part of the broadcast time. So when a leaf v receives the message, the broadcasting process is not complete before an additional w(v) time units.
Consider Figure 1 in which a broadcast tree is depicted and node A is the originator. In this scheme A receives the message at time t = 0. It is busy during next 5 rounds until it completes its delay at time t = 5. Then A informs B at time t = 6, C at time t = 7, D at time t = 8 and E at time t = 9. The same way B is busy in time period [6, 8] . Afterward, F receives the message through B at time t = 9 and completes after 3 rounds delay when it sends the message to K. The broadcasting completes when K completes its internal delay at time t = 18. We can also present a broadcast scheme in weighted-vertex model as a sequence of rounds < E 1 , E 2 , · · · , E r > in which E i is a set of 'calls' and 'internal delay units' in the form of v α → v β and v α ↓ respectively. In this way v α ↓∈ E i means that node v α passes one unit of its internal delay in round i. We also denote the final internal delay unit of a vertex v α by v α ↓ * . Note that the classical model is also a two-way, 1-port and constant model. This is the reason that sometimes instead of using the term 'weighted-vertex model of broadcasting' we use 'broadcasting in graphs with weighted vertices'.
In weighted-vertex model, the gossipping problem reduces to broadcasting problem; as in [10] it is shown that in any twoway model, gossiping problem can be reduced to broadcasting.
Here we present some easy lower and upper bounds for broadcast time in weighted-vertex model. Let b(u, G) denotes the minimum time needed to complete broadcasting from originator u ∈ V (G). Also let W denote the sum of the weights of all vertices, i.e. W = v∈V w(v).
As an obvious lower bound for
is the maximum distance of u to other nodes and w min is a lower bound for the weights of nodes.
Definition 2. Having a weighted graph G, the underlying graph of G, denoted by G 0 , is a copy of G in which all the weights are removed. More precisely, G 0 is an unweighted graph with the same vertex and edge sets as G.
We can present an upper bound for broadcast time in a weighted graph in terms of total weight and broadcast time of the underlying graph:
the total weight of G, and G 0 is the underlying graph of G.
Proof: For any node x in G, consider the path P from originator u to x in an optimum broadcast tree for G. So we 
Applying bounds b(u, G 0 ) ≤ n − 1 and W ≤ n w max , we come to the following results: Proof: As mentioned before broadcasting in classical form is an instance of weighted-vertex broadcasting in which all the vertices of the graph have weight 0. We conclude that the problem is NP Hard. Also given a scheme, it can be checked in polynomial time if the scheme completes before a specific time limit (depending on how to represent the scheme the broadcast time of the scheme is also given). So the problem belongs to the class NP as well.
II. SUBCLASSES OF WEIGHTED GRAPHS
In this section we present some important subclasses of weighted-vertex graphs.
• Uniform Graphs These are weighted graphs in which all the vertices have equivalent weights. A uniform weighted graph can be represented by triple (V, E, w u ) in which V and E are the vertex set and edge set respectively and w u is the integer representing the uniform weight of all vertices. Uniform graphs can be applied for modeling the networks in which all the nodes are homogeneous; which is usually the case in multi-processor systems. The following bounds hold for broadcast time in uniform graphs: • Binary Graphs Binary graphs are the weighted graphs in which the weight of all nodes is either 0 or 1. These graphs are important in theoretical aspects. Note that, in binary graphs, W is equal to the number of nodes with weight 1.
• Heavy Graphs and Light Graphs A heavy graph G is a weighted graph in which for any • Even Graphs and Odd Graphs An even graph is a weighted graph in which the weight of all nodes is even. The same way an odd graph is a graph with odd integers as the weights of vertices. Note that a uniform graph is either an even graph or an odd graph. Note that unweighted graphs are specific instances of the uniform graphs, binary graphs, light graphs, and even graphs. We conclude that broadcast problem in these four subclasses of weighted graphs is NP Complete. However in this stage, we don't have any NP Completeness result for broadcasting in heavy graphs and odd graphs.
III. APPROXIMATING THE OPTIMUM BROADCAST SCHEME As mentioned before, the broadcasting problem in weightedvertex model is NP-Complete. Here we prove the existence of algorithms which approximate the optimum broadcast scheme in arbitrary weighted-graphs. We also show there are better approximations for the problem in specific classes of weighted graphs. The approach is mainly based on reducing the broadcast problem in weighted graphs to other dissemination problems for which approximation algorithms exist.
In all reductions, an instance of broadcast (or multicast) problem, defined on an arbitrary graph, reduces to an instance of multicast problem defined on a new graph, such that any scheme for the first instance has an equivalent scheme for the second scheme which takes the same time to complete. As the first result, the optimum multicast (broadcast) time is the same in two instances. In addition, if a scheme approximates the optimum solution with ratio r in the second instance, the equivalent scheme approximates the optimum solution with the same ratio. In this way, any approximation algorithm for the second problem can be applied for the first problem as well.
We use binary graphs as an intermediately phase to reduce broadcasting in weighted-vertex graphs to multicasting in unweighted digraphs. Fisrt, we show that the problem of broadcasting in arbitrary weighted graphs reduces to multicasting in binary graphs. In this way we can forget about the problem in general form and focus on binary graphs. Next, we present a reduction from multicasting in binary graphs to multicasting in directed unweighted graphs. As a result of these two reductions, we conclude that the problem of broadcasting in weighted undirected graphs can be reduced to multicasting in unweighted directed graphs. The later problem is already studied and there exist approximation algorithms for it, which can be applied for broadcasting in weighted graphs. In addition we show there is a better approximation for broadcasting in heavy graphs.
A. Reduction from Arbitrary Weighted Graphs to Binary Weighted Graphs
Here we present a reduction of broadcasting problem in weighted vertex graphs to multicasting in binary graphs. More precisely we prove if there exists a scheme for broadcasting from originator u in an arbitrary weighted-graph G which completes in t rounds, then there exists a scheme for multicasting from a vertex u to a destination set in a specific binary graph H, which needs t rounds to complete.
First, we define insect graphs as an instance of spider graphs presented in [2] . We call the shared vertex the head of the insect. The other endpoints of the paths P 1 , P 2 , ..., P d are called the legs of the insect. The degree of insect is the number of its legs (Consequently the size of S). The length of insect is the uniform length of any of the paths. A weighted insect is an insect in which a weight k is assigned to the head. The weights of other vertices are always considered to be 0. Figure 2 shows an insect graph. Proof: Having a weighted graph G, we create a binary graph H such that the optimum broadcast scheme for G can be deduced from the optimum multicast scheme for H. To create H, we replace any vertex v of degree d in G with an insect of degree d + 1 in a way that vertices of even weights 2k get replaced by insects of weight 0 and length k, and the vertices of odd weight 2k +1 get replaced by insects of weight 1 and length k. As Figure 3 illustrates, for any edge (v, w) in G we put an edge between legs of the insects replacing v, w. Note that any leg would be connected to at most one other leg. In this way any insect would have a hanging leg which is not connected to any other leg.
Definition 3. A set of paths S
We map an instance (u, G) of broadcast problem, to an instance (u , H, dest(H)) of multicast problem, in which the originator (u ) is the the hanging vertex of the insect replacing u, and multicast destinations (dest(H)) are the set of other hanging vertices.
We claim that any broadcast scheme for the broadcast problem defined on G, has an equivalent multicast scheme in the multicast problem defined on H with the same time to complete. To see the proof consider an insect replacing a vertex v of weight 2k(+1); this insect receives the message through one of its legs, then it takes k rounds to inform the head, 0 (1) rounds for the delay on the head and k more rounds to inform another leg. So the first leg receives the message after 2k(+1) rounds, afterward in each round a new leg would be informed. In this way each insects replacing a vertex of weight w, can start sending the message to the neighbor insects, exactly w time units after receiving the message. Note that if a vertex of weight w is a leaf in the broadcast scheme for G, the equivalent insect needs w rounds to inform its hanging vertex. There exists a log(n)/ log log(n) approximation for broadcasting in even graphs.
Proof: Applying the construction of Theorem 3 on even graphs, the weights of all vertices in the resulted binary graph would be equal to 0. We conclude that any scheme for broadcasting in an even graphs has an equivalent scheme for multicasting in an unweighted graph which takes the same time to complete. Note that the size of multicast set is equal to the number of vertices in the original even graph. From this we conclude that any approximation applied for multicasting in unweighted graph can be applied for broadcasting in the even graph to get a solution with the same approximation ratio. As shown in [7] there exists a polynomial time algorithm which approximates the optimum multicast scheme with a ratio of log k/ log log k in unweighted graphs in which k is the size of multicast set. We come to conclusion that there exists a polynomial algorithm approximating the optimum broadcast scheme in even graphs with ratio log(n)/ log log(n).
B. Reduction from Binary Weighted Graphs to Directed Unweighted Graphs
Here we show that multicasting in undirected binary graphs reduces to multicasting in directed unweighted graphs. This reduction together with Theorem 3 result a reduction broadcasting in undirected weighted-vertex graphs to multicasting in unweighted directed graph. This result is important in the sense that there are results for multicasting in directed graphs which can be applied for broadcasting in weighted graphs.
Like the previous section we present some auxiliary components which will be useful in the reduction process: Note that a simple-widget from v to w is also a simplewidget from w to v. This is the same about four-widgets; however this symmetry does not hold in the case of threewidgets.
Theorem 4. The problem of multicasting in binary graphs can be reduced to multicasting in unweighted directed graphs.
Proof: Consider an instance of multicast problem defined on arbitrary binary graph G, with originator u, and destination set dest(G). We create an instance of multicast problem for a directed graph H.
To create H we start with the same vertex set of G. Also let the originator and multicast destinations in the new problem be the same as the problem defined on G. So what we are doing is just modifying the edges of G. As Figure 5 illustrates, we replace any edge (v, w) in G with a widget in H in the following way:
• If v and w both have weight 0, replace (v, w) with a simple-widget.
• If v has weight 1 and w has weight 0, replace (v, w) with a three-widget from v to w.
• If v and w both have weight 1, replace (v, w) with a four-widget. We claim that any scheme for multicasting in the first instance defined on G, has an equivalent scheme in the second instance defined on H, which takes the same time to complete. To see that, consider a rooted (hence directed) tree representing a multicast scheme for G. This tree has an equivalent tree in H with the same topology in which some of the edges are replaced with paths of length 2. These are the edges having their head at a vertex of weight 1. It means that in the equivalent scheme in H, a 'one round delay' is applied to any node with weight 1 before receiving message. More precisely if in a scheme for G, a vertex w with weight 1 is informed through vertex v, in the equivalent scheme for H the edge between v and w is replaced with a path of length 2, hence the one round delay is applied in this scheme before w receives the message.
C. Approximations for Weighted Vertex-Broadcasting
The following theorems provides two approximation for kmulticast problem in directed graphs presented by Elkin and Kortsarz: Theorem 5. [7] There is a polynomial algorithm for multicast problem in directed graphs that produces a scheme with a ratio of O(k 2/3 / log k) of the optimum scheme in which k is the size of multicast set. Theorem 6. [6] There is a polynomial algorithm for multicast problem in digraphs that construct a schedule with O(b * log k + k 1/2 ) in which k is the size of multicast set and b * is the optimum broadcast time.
We can apply both Theorems 5 , 6 to come up with approximations for multicast problem in binary graphs, consequently broadcast problem in weighted graphs.
Note that the size of multicast group does not change during the reduction of Theorem 4. In other words, if we need to inform k nodes in a binary graph G, in the equivalent directed graph H also k nodes need to be informed. Applying the approximation algorithm of Theorem 5, we can come up with a scheme that approximates the optimum solution for G with ratio O(k 2/3 / log k). The result of this expression is stated in the following theorem: Proposition 2. There is a polynomial algorithm for multicast problem in binary graphs that produces a scheme with a ratio of O(k 2/3 / log k) of the optimum scheme in which k is the size of multicast destination set.
The next theorem follows from Theorems 3 and 2:
Proposition 3. There is a polynomial algorithm for broadcast problem in weighted-vertex graphs that produces a scheme with a ratio of O(n 2/3 / log n) of the optimum scheme in which n is the number of vertices [7] .
If we apply the approximation of Theorem 6, The approximations presented in Theorems 2 and 3 enhance to the followings: 
D. Broadcasting in Heavy Graphs
In this section we study broadcast problem in heavy graphs. We remind that heavy graphs are weighted graphs in which the weight of each node is higher than its degree. We present a reduction from broadcasting in heavy graphs to multicasting in (undirected) unweighted graphs. Applying the results on multicast problem, we deduce an approximation algorithm for broadcasting in heavy graphs.
Note that we do not have any NP Completeness results for broadcasting in heavy graphs. In this sense there may be a polynomial algorithm for finding the optimum broadcast scheme in polynomial time (we intuitively believe that such an algorithm does not exist). The approximation provided here can be considered as the first solution to the problem in heavy graphs.
Theorem 7.
The problem of broadcasting in heavy graphs can be reduced to multicasting in unweighted graphs.
Proof: Consider the broadcast problem defined on the heavy graph G with originator u. We reduce this problem to a multicast problem defined on the unweighted graph H with originator u . We show any broadcast scheme for the first problem has an equivalent multicast scheme for the second problem which takes the same time to complete. In this way any approximation for the second problem can be applied as an approximation for the first problem with the same ratio.
To create H from G, we start with a copy of G and replace any vertex v of degree deg(v) and weight w(v) with a complete graph (clique) on deg(v) + 1 vertices in which all the links are replaced with paths of length w(v). We call the vertices lying on this path internal nodes of the clique, while the nodes at the endpoints are external nodes. For each link (v, w) in G, we put an edge between two external node of the cliques replacing v and w. Each external node should be connected to at most one external node of another clique. In this way, each clique would have exactly one free external node which is not connected to any other external node. Figure  6 illustrates how to construct H from G.
In the multicast problem defined on H, the originator would be the free vertex of the clique replacing the originator of broadcast problem defined on G, and multicast set would be the set of free vertices of all other cliques.
It can be easily verified that any scheme for the broadcast problem defined on G has an equivalent scheme for the multicast problem defined on H. To see that, consider an external node v α of a clique receives the message through an external node of another clique. Note that v α sends the message on all the paths toward the external nodes before any other external node of the clique receives the message. This is because the lengths of these paths is higher than the clique size. As a result, v α informs the external vertices of its clique in time units w, w + 1, . . . , w + deg(v) − 1 in which v is the vertex of G, having weight w, replaced by the clique of v α . Hence, the neighbor cliques can be informed in time units w + 1, w + 2, . . . , w + deg(v) which is the same as time units in which v informs its neighbors. for broadcasting in heavy graphs.
Proof: From the previous theorem, we know that broadcasting in even graphs is equivalent to multicasting in unweighted graphs while the size of multicast set is equal to the size of original even graph. As mentioned before there exists a polynomial time algorithm approximating the optimum multicast scheme with a ratio of log k/ log log k in unweighted graphs in which k is the size of multicast set. We come to conclusion that there exists a polynomial algorithm approximating the optimum broadcast scheme in heavy graphs with ratio log(n)/ log log(n). A new model for information dissemination in weightedvertex graphs was discussed. A set of reductions were presented which lead to approximation algorithms for the broadcasting problem in arbitrary weighted-vertex graphs, as well as better approximations for specific classes of these graphs. As a future work, we are interested in studying the problem in complete weighted graphs and similar topolgies. Creating weighted graphs with good performance under specific limitation on the number of links and weights is another subject that may have applications in real world. This would generalize the efforts performed for creating graphs on n vertices with minimum number of edges in which broadcasting can be completed within theoretically minimal time.
